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Abstract

A complete data integration solution can be viewed as an iterative process that consists of three phases, namely analysis,

derivation and evolution. The entire process is similar to a software development process with the target application being the

derivation rules for the integrated databases. In many cases, data integration requires several iterations of refining the local-to-

global databasemapping rules before a stable set of rules can be obtained. In particular, themapping rules, as well as the datamodel

and querymodel for the integrated databases have to cope with poor data quality in local databases, ongoing local database updates

and instance heterogeneities. In this paper, we therefore propose a new object-oriented global data model, known as OORA, that

can accommodate attribute and relationship instance heterogeneities in the integrated databases. The OORA model has been

designed to allow database integrators and end users to query both the local and resolved instance values using the same query

language throughout the derivation and evolution phases of database integration. Coupled with the OORA model, we also define a

set of local-to-global database mapping rules that can detect new heterogeneities among databases and resolve instance

heterogeneities if situations permit.

D 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Federated databases; Database integration; Schema integration; Instance integration; OORA; OOQLRA

1. Introduction

To integrate two or more pre-existing or local data-

bases without violating their local autonomy, either a

multidatabase approach or a warehousing approach

can be adopted. In both approaches, the database

integration tasks are similar. Before pre-existing data-

bases can be integrated together, the differences among

them must first be identified and further resolved if

possible. All inter-database heterogeneities can be

generally classified into schema and instance ones.

Schema heterogeneities refer to differences among

schema elements from different local databases. In-

stance heterogeneities refer to conflicts that arise when

data from different local databases have to be integrated

into multidatabases or data warehouses. When these

multidatabases (or data warehouses) and local data-

bases are represented in relational model, the instance

level conflicts are local database tuples corresponding

to the same real world entities but carrying different

attribute values. A classification of instance heteroge-
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neities will be given in Section 2. The resolutions of

schema and instance heterogeneities are also known as

schema integration and instance integration, respec-

tively. In general, schema integration must be done

before instance integration. In the traditional database

integration research, focuses have been given to sche-

ma integration [2,7,9,10,20,23]. Instance heterogene-

ities, in contrast, have not been fully addressed.

To fully address the schema and instance integra-

tion issues, one has to examine the database integration

process at the macro level. We believe that inter-

database heterogeneities should be handled throughout

the entire database integration process. While there has

not been a well-accepted database integration method-

ology, we proposed to divide the entire integration

process into three phases, namely analysis, derivation

and evolution as shown in Fig. 1.

� Analysis: Analysis is essentially a knowledge

acquisition phase. In this phase, database integrators

are expected to understand pre-existing databases at

both the conceptual and implementation levels.

These local database semantics can be acquired

from local database owners. Database integrators

are also required to find out from the integrated

database users their global application requirements

in order to derive the global schema and instances.
� Derivation: The actual derivation of global schema

and integrated instances is done in this phase. Once

the derivation is done, queries on the integrated

database can be evaluated. It is in this phase a

complete mapping from local schemas to global

schema, as well as a mapping from local instances

to global instances is specified.
� Evolution: Due to the autonomy of local database

systems, updates to the local databases may violate

the mapping from local instances to global

instances. Evolution therefore refers to the ongoing

refinement of integrated databases as the local

database schemas and instances evolve. It becomes

the most important phase to maintain a multi-

database or data warehousing system.

Among the above three phases, evolution has been

largely ignored in the database integration research

primarily due to two reasons. Firstly, most researchers

focus on schema integration issues. While a lot of

schema integration issues have to be investigated for

different databases during the derivation phase, it is

uncommon to investigate schema integration issues

during the evolution phase due to rare modification to

pre-existing local schemas. Secondly, research on the

integration of instances has been pre-occupied by

query processing issues instead of local database

updates during the evolution phase. In this paper,

we argue that instance integration may not be com-

plete in the derivation phase. During the evolution

phase, one also has to consider local database updates,

which lead to new instance conflicts that cannot be

handled by pre-defined integration methods. Hence,

new global data models that can accommodate in-

stance heterogeneities become necessary.

1.1. Related work

Most previous database integration research fo-

cused on resolving schema conflicts. A taxonomy of

schema conflicts can be found in [6,8]. Depending on

the tightness of integration between component data-

bases, different schema conflict resolution methods

can be adopted [19]. Loosely integrated component

databases often involve the creation of a wrapper to

Fig. 1. Database integration phases.
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allow a local database system to have a unified access

to the schemas and instances of one or more remote

databases. In this case, the schema conflicts to be

resolved arise from mainly the incompatibility be-

tween data models. The schema conflict resolution

methods for loosely integrated component databases

include [16,25]. For tightly integrated component

databases, an integrated database that merges the

schemas and instances of component databases will

be derived. In other words, a global schema that

merges the local schemas will be required and it

should hide the heterogeneity of local schemas from

the integrated database users [1,7,9,20]. Kaul, Drosten

and Neuhold proposed schema transformation map-

ping and schema integration mapping as the two

major steps to derive a global schema from a few

local schemas [7]. They also proposed an incremental

approach to derive global schemas as the knowledge

required by schema integration may only be available

over time. The stepwise incremental approach to

schema integration was further developed by Aslan

and McLeod [1].

Lately, as researchers begin to address instance

integration problems, several solutions of instance con-

flict resolution have been proposed [5,14,15,22,25].

Most of these solutions resolve instance conflicts in

some pre-determined approaches [5,14,15,22], e.g.,

using probabilistic reasoning, uncertainty theories,

etc. In the work by Lu et al. [17], a statistical approach

to discover conflict resolution rules from different

relations has been developed. Nevertheless, the data

models adopted by these solutions neither facilitate

different ways to resolve conflicts, nor accommodate

much information about instance heterogeneities. The

impact of instance conflicts on query processing and

optimization has also been studied in [26].

In the following, we describe some previous work

in extending data model to accommodate instance

conflicts.

� Polygen model [25] was proposed to capture

source information of attribute values that come

from different local relations. A source value is

associated with every attribute value of the tuples

of polygen relations. The source information

captured includes the sites the attributes originated

from and the intermediate sites at which they are

processed. The model, however, does not provide

the mechanism to accommodate or resolve instance

heterogeneities.
� TS Relational model [11] was proposed to

accommodate entity and attribute conflicts in a

relational integrated database. A special source

attribute is assigned to every relation. An extended

relational algebra has been proposed to manipulate

the TS relations. Like the Polygen model, TS

Relational model is not designed to represent

resolved instance values.
� Role-based multidatabase model [18] extended

Litwin’s multidatabase model [16] by considering

the different roles (or relations) assumed by real-

world objects. Queries on a role-based multi-

database are decomposed into queries on different

combinations of roles. Apart from not handling

resolved instance values, the role-based multi-

database model does not classify between tolerable

and intolerable relationship and attribute value

conflicts. The notions of tolerable and intolerable

conflicts will be elaborated in Section 4.

1.2. Objectives and scope

In the paper, we address the problem of accommo-

dating instance heterogeneities (conflicts) in the glob-

al data model adopted for integrated databases. There

are a number of reasons for accommodating instance

heterogeneities in integrated databases:

� Resolving all instance differences may not be

desirable because some global applications may

want to retain and view these differences in the

integrated database. For example, the different

prices for the same product sold in different stores

may be required to be retained and queried in the

integrated database.
� Preserving the instance heterogeneities allows

database integrators to apply different resolution

techniques on the same instance-level conflicts for

different global application requirement. For exam-

ple, when there are differences between delivery

times for the same products from different data-

bases, the shortest ones might be used for web

advertisement purposes while the longer ones might

be recommended to the users upon purchases.
� Resolving all instance conflicts may not be

possible because the information and knowledge
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required for the complete conflict resolution is not

available during the moment of instance integra-

tion. It is also impossible to anticipate and resolve

all possible instance conflict as the local database

evolves with time.
� Resolving all instance conflicts may not be feasible

because the amount of processing time to resolve

conflicts for large number of instances may be so

much that integrated information may not be

available on time. For example, the complete

instance conflict resolution may exceed the avail-

able window time for loading data in the data

warehouse environment.

We therefore present an object-oriented global data

model that can accommodate instance heterogeneities

for attributes and relationships in the integrated data-

base. The new global data model supports different

integration and query requirements from the database

integrators and database users during the derivation

and evolution phases of database integration. To our

best knowledge, this is the first attempt in developing

a global data model with the purpose of supporting

queries on integrated databases containing both re-

solved and unresolved values.

1.3. Contributions

On the whole, our research contributes to database

integration in a number of ways. Firstly, it presents the

different types of instance heterogeneities one may

encounter during database integration. Secondly, it

clearly points out the different integration and query

requirements from the database integrators and data-

base users during the derivation and evolution phases

of database integration. Thirdly, we introduce the

concept of threshold predicates and resolution func-

tions to detect and reconcile instance heterogeneities.

Fourthly, an extended object-oriented data model has

been introduced to accommodate resolved as well as

unresolved instance conflicts in the integrated data-

bases. The proposed model is also equipped with the

necessary query and integration primitives required.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,

we describe the various types of instance conflicts and

the overall approaches to handle them in database

integration. Section 3 describes requirements for ac-

commodating instance heterogeneities during the der-

ivation and evolution phases. This study motivates the

development of an extended object-oriented data

model called OORA to be defined in Section 4. Section

5 presents the query language for the OORA data

model and some query examples are given. The

conclusions and future research directions are given

in Section 6.

2. Instance heterogeneities

Instance heterogeneities can be classified into en-

tity conflicts, attribute conflicts and relationship con-

flicts [12,15]. Entity conflicts arise when it is not

known which entity instances from matching entity

types1 correspond to the same real-world entities.

Relationship conflicts occur when it is not known

which relationship instances from matching relation-

ship types correspond to the same real-world relation-

ships. Attribute conflicts arise when the matching

entity (or relationship) instances (determined by re-

solving entity or relationship conflicts) do not have

the same attribute values.

Consider the following integration scenario. Let

DBA and DBB be two databases containing employee

information. The former is owned by the headquarter,

while the latter is maintained by the regional office.

DBA: Staff(ename, position, salary)

DBB: Emp(ename, title, salary, qual)

Assume that during the derivation phase, the

database integrator defines an integrated relation

Employee directly from the above two relations as

shown below.

Employee(ename, position, salary, qual)

The integration of the two local relations Staff and

Emp into Employee at the schema level can be

performed prior to integrating their instances. To

integrate employee tuples from the two local relations

at the instance level, one has to address the issues of

matching tuples that represent the same real world

1 Matching entity types are determined by schema integration.
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entities, and resolving their attribute value and rela-

tionship conflicts.

As pointed out by a number of researchers [6,12],

instance integration constitutes an important step in

database integration. Instance level heterogeneities are

caused by imperfect data quality in the legacy data-

bases. For example, a typo-error in an employee’s

ename in Staff may lead to the failure of matching the

Staff data instance with the corresponding instance in

Emp. When customers do not wish to reveal their

ages, they may provide erroneous age values to the

databases causing problems in the determination of

correct age values. There are many different methods

for resolving instance level conflicts. Nevertheless,

the method used for resolving discrepancies in

employees’ positions may also be different from that

used for salary. In this paper, we will further point out

that the tolerance of instance conflicts varies among

different attributes. In fact, it is common that not all

instances from legacy databases can be properly

integrated during the derivation phase.

Assuming that all instances of Staff and Emp have

been properly integrated during the derivation phase,

one still has to handle integration issues arising from

the updates to local database(s) during the evolution

phase. For example, new employee data instances

could be added to Emp making it necessary to

perform instance integration on the new instances.

Similarly, instance integration is required for changes

to attributes of some pre-existing data instances. There

are essentially two approaches to handle instance

integration problems during the derivation and evolu-

tion phases. The first approach requires the database

integrator to anticipate all possible integration scenar-

ios during the derivation phase and define the instance

integration methods accordingly, hoping that all inte-

gration problems in the evolution phase can be pre-

dicted in advance. When the integration scenarios

cannot be predicted in advance (which is often the

case), one has to resort to accommodating instance

conflicts in the integrated database before these con-

flicts can be finally resolved sometime in the future or

may not be resolved at all.

2.1. Entity conflicts

To resolve entity conflicts, the knowledge for

identifying instances representing the same real-world

entities is required. For simple cases, common keys

among entity instances could be used to match

instances. For example, the employee name attribute

can be used to match data from DBA and DBB.

Complicated entity conflicts arise when there is no

common attribute that can be used to match instances

from different databases. Special techniques designed

for resolving entity conflicts have been proposed

[4,13,14,24]. Although it may not be possible to

resolve all entity conflicts, instances that could not

be determined to represent the same real-world enti-

ties can still be retained as separated instances in the

integrated database.

2.2. Attribute conflicts

Given two instances that represent the same real-

world entity, the differences in their equivalent attrib-

utes are known as attribute conflicts.2 We distinguish

two main types of attribute conflicts, namely tolerable

and intolerable attribute conflicts that should be han-

dled in database integration. Tolerable attribute con-

flicts are those expected by a database integrator at the

time an integrated database is derived. Intolerable

attribute conflicts, on the other hand, refer to attribute

conflicts that should not be resolved automatically by

any predefined resolution methods.

To distinguish between the above two types of

attribute conflicts, we introduce the concept of thresh-

old predicate. When the difference between two or

more conflicting attribute values is smaller than a

threshold value or when the conflicting attribute

values differ in expected patterns, there is a straight-

forward pre-defined approach to handle the conflicts.

The exact conflict handling approach can be readily

specified during the derivation phase of database

integration. The primary purpose of a threshold pred-

icate is therefore to explicitly capture the criteria to be

satisfied by tolerable attribute conflicts. In other

words, we define tolerable attribute conflicts to be

those satisfying the threshold predicates defined for

the attributes involved.

It is necessary to resolve tolerable attribute con-

flicts derived from different local databases. To do

2 If the attribute values are identical, the attribute conflict does

not exist.
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so, resolution functions should be defined to recon-

cile the corresponding tolerable attribute values.

However, it is not always possible to apply resolu-

tion functions to resolve all possible tolerable attri-

bute conflicts. Sometime, one may not know the

correct resolution function to be specified or used. In

other occasions, the attribute conflicts are considered

to be valid and acceptable by the integrated database

users. Thus, no resolution function is required.

When the conflicting local attribute values cannot

satisfy the threshold predicate defined for the

corresponding attribute, database integrators should

be alerted. Attribute conflicts that fail the specified

thresholds are defined to be intolerable. Database

integrators can be alerted for intolerable attribute

conflicts by having the intolerable attribute conflicts

recorded in a log file.

2.2.1. Attribute conflict example

When the price of a product has different values

in different databases, it is an attribute conflict.

However, a very small difference in price may not

be significant enough to warrant the database inte-

grators’ attention For example, the company may

practise price discrimination strategy. In this case,

the price difference of a product is considered

tolerable if the difference is less than 5% of the

lowest price. Otherwise, it is intolerable. For toler-

able price differences, the multidatabase system or

data warehousing system can apply a pre-defined

resolution function (e.g., choosing the large value,

averaging the two values) to derive an integrated

product price.

2.3. Relationship conflicts

Relationship conflicts, first discussed in [12],

arise when the relationship between two real-world

entities may not be represented consistently in

different databases. In [12], different types of rela-

tionship conflicts have been derived, and they can

be caused by incorrect schema integration, incorrect

entity conflict resolution and inaccurate database

content.

2.3.1. Relationship conflict example

For example, employee e1 is known to work for

department d1 in database A but d2 in database B

where d1 and d2 are determined to represent

different departments in the real-world after entity

conflict resolution. This relationship conflict could

be caused by incorrect relationship cardinalities in

the integrated schema. It could also be caused by d1

and d2 being wrongly determined to represent the

same department. Or, it could be the case that the

employee data in either database A or B is not

accurate.

Like other instance-level conflicts, a complete

resolution of relationship conflicts may not always

be possible. When relationship conflicts cannot

be resolved by the multidatabase system or data

warehousing system, they should be retained and

accommodated.

3. Requirements for accommodating instance

heterogeneity

If inter-database conflicts at both the schema and

instance levels are resolved completely, the integrat-

ed databases can be represented by using a standard

data model. However, when instance heterogeneities

are part of integrated databases, we have to extend

the standard data models and their query languages

to accommodate and manipulate instance heteroge-

neities. Before we propose a global object model for

this purpose, we first investigate the potential query

and integration requirements imposed by two types

of users of the integrated databases, the database

integrators (system users) and end users.

3.1. Database integrators

A database integrator’s involvement in database

integration encompasses both the derivation and

evolution phases as shown in Fig. 1. During the

derivation phase, the database integrator first per-

forms schema integration on the local databases. He

or she later defines transformations on the instances

from each local database so that they conform to the

integrated schema before instances from different

local databases are integrated together. The database

integrator’s tasks during the evolution phase are

similar except that schema integration is usually

not required and the instances to be dealt with are

fewer. A detailed discussion about the transforma-
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tion of local instances is beyond the scope of this

paper. We will instead focus on the database inte-

grator’s activities in resolving the conflicts between

transformed local instances. Henceforth, without loss

of generality, we assume that the database integrator

is given local databases that conform to the inte-

grated schema.

To efficiently integrate local instances, database

integrators require some mechanisms to easily com-

pare local instances and discover conflicts between

them. Subsequently, appropriate resolution methods

can be applied to the tolerable conflicts. Throughout

this integration process, a global data model that

accommodates both instance conflicts and resolved

instances is required. With such a global data model,

the database integrator can query the integrated

database containing instance conflicts and view

these conflicts in the query results. The global data

model should also allow database integrators to

define different resolution functions to resolve con-

flicts or enforce consistency of data stored in local

databases.

Fig. 2. Schemas of local databases.

Fig. 3. Instances of DBA.
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3.2. End users

End users utilize the integrated database for report

generation and decision making. Depending on their

needs, they may choose to query the resolved or

original instance values. For example, one may want

to query the resolved salary values of employees

who hold manager positions in a particular local

database. Hence, a global data model should support

flexible queries on both original and resolved in-

stance values.

As both multidatabase and data warehousing sys-

tems preserve the autonomy of local database systems,

updates to local databases can often introduce new

instance conflicts to integrated databases. Some of

these new instance conflicts could be handled auto-

matically by the resolution functions predefined by

database integrators and hence no further actions

would be required by the end users. For other new

instance conflicts that cannot be resolved automati-

cally, database integrators have to be called upon to

handle them. Nevertheless, before the database inte-

grators take any actions, these new conflicts have to

be accommodated by the global data model and the

end users should be allowed to continue using the

integrated database.

3.3. An example integration scenario

We employ an integration scenario to demonstrate

the attribute and relationship conflicts. Fig. 2 depicts

the object-oriented schemas (in the form of UML

class diagrams) of the local databases DBA and DBB

containing employee training information. Both the

schemas show that a course can be offered at different

dates with different fees. Each course-offering can be

Fig. 4. Instances of DBB.

Fig. 5. Integrated schema.
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attended by one or more employees. Here, we assume

that schema integration has been performed and the

schemas of existing databases have been made com-

patible to facilitate instance level comparisons. The

schema and data transformation approaches taken to

homogenize the existing databases have been reported

in several papers [20,21].

The instances of DBA and DBB are shown in Figs.

3 and 4, respectively. To keep the figures concise, we

have intentionally used simplified attribute values for

the instances (e.g., course offering ids, course name,

etc.). Suppose all entity conflicts are resolved by

matching cname, id and ename of course, course

offering (i.e., Offering), and employee (i.e., Emp)

instances, respectively. We notice that database course

in DBA has been offered in the Offering instances

with ids 3, 4 and 5, but the same course in DBB has

been offered in the Offering instances with ids 3, 4

and 6. This is a relationship conflict. On the other

hand, the difference in area (i.e., ‘‘theory’’ vs. ‘‘the-

ories’’) for the algorithm course in DBA and DBB is an

attribute conflict. Fig. 5 depicts the integrated schema

derived from DBA and DBB.

4. The OORA object-oriented data model

We propose the OORA,
3 the extended object-ori-

ented data model, to accommodate instance hetero-

geneities in the integrated databases. Specifically, the

OORA model is able to accommodate attribute and

relationship conflicts. The OORA data model is also

designed to support queries on the integrated data-

bases. Furthermore, the OORA data model ensures that

the source of instance heterogeneities can be identified

in order to support subsequent integration work on the

partially integrated database. OORA differs from the

traditional OO data model in a number of ways:

� Identification of matching criteria for deriving

global objects;
� Specification of threshold predicates and resolution

functions;

� Representation of original and resolved attribute

values; and
� Uniform treatment of attribute and relationship

conflicts.

In the following, we describe the unique features of

OORA model in detail.

4.1. Global objects

A global object in the integrated database is de-

rived from one or more local objects that represent the

same real-world entity. Like in the traditional OO data

model, each global object is assigned a unique global

object id (oid). In OORA, we assume that local objects

corresponding to the same global objects (or real-

world entities) can be matched by examining some

common attribute values. These common attribute(s)

can be specified as matching criteria by the database

integrator. For example, a database integrator may use

cname to match Course objects, id to match Offering

objects and ename to match Emp objects from DBA

and DBB. The following three data definition state-

ments have been used to identify matching local

objects:

In general, a data definition statement is defined

based on the following grammar rules:

DERIVE COURSE FROM Course@DBA, Course@DBB

USING Course@DBA(cname), Course@DBB(cname);

DERIVE OFFERING FROM Offering@DBA, Offering@DBB

USING Offering@DBA(id), Offering@DBB(id);

DERIVE EMP FROM Emp@DBA, Emp@DBB

USING Emp@DBA(ename), Emp@DBB(ename);

3 In OORA, R represents the relationship conflicts. A represents

the attribute conflicts. The name OORA indicates that both

relationship and attribute conflicts can be accommodated.

hDerive Global Object Classi D-DERIVEhGlobal Classi
FROMhLocal Class Listi
USINGhLocal Attribute Listi

hLocal Class Listi D-hLocal Classi,
{hLocal Classi}*

hLocal Classi D-hClass Namei@
hLocal Database Namei

hLocal Attribute Listi D-hLocal Classi
(hLocal Attribute Namei),
{hLocal Classi
(hLocal Attribute Namei)}*
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Once the above data definition statements are spec-

ified, we effectively construct a set of global classes.

Definition 1 (Global class). Let C1, C2, . . ., Cn be n

local classes that are schema compatible, a global

class G derived from them can be defined as:

G ¼ OJðK; fC1; . . . ;CngÞ

where OJ is an n-way outerjoin that merges the

objects from all Ci’s sharing the same identifying

attribute (i.e., K) values.. Note that the resultant global

class G contains the union of all attributes from C1,

C2, . . ., Cn denoted by A1, A2, . . ., An, respectively.

Suppose a global object g in G is derived from local

objects lj1, . . ., ljk in Cj1, . . ., Cjk, respectively,

1V j1V jk V n. We use g.a.ovalue4 to denote the

attribute value of g where a appears in Aj1, . . ., Ajk

and is defined as follows:

g:a:ovalue ¼ fðlji:a;DBjiÞA1ViVkg

4.2. Threshold predicates and resolution functions

One or more pairs of threshold predicates and

resolution functions can be defined for each attribute

in the global schema. Given an attribute in a class

of global objects, the threshold predicates determine

for each global object if a difference between local

values of the attribute is tolerable. As long as one

of the predicates holds, the difference between the

local attribute values is considered tolerable. The

corresponding resolution function (if defined) is then

adopted to resolve tolerable attribute conflicts auto-

matically. Depending on the characteristics of attrib-

utes, different threshold predicates and resolution

functions should be defined by the database integra-

tors and be implemented using system-defined func-

tions/operators or general programs.

Examples of thresholds and resolution functions

for tolerable instance conflicts are:

� A price difference of less than 5 cents for an apparel

product in different databases of a department store

may be tolerable. The highest price can be assigned

to the product in the integrated database.

� A floor area difference of less than 1 ft2 for the

same apartment in different property databases

may be considered insignificant. Such difference

could be resolved by choosing the smallest floor

area as the resolved value.

We define a pair of threshold predicate and reso-

lution function for an attribute a using the following

statement:

Given a global attribute, multiple pairs of threshold

predicates and resolution functions can be defined.

When the resolution function is not defined for a

specific threshold predicate, we say that the resolution

function is a NULL function that returns NULL value

for any given value. Each pair of threshold predicate

and resolution function is assigned a unique id for

easy identification.

Each conjunct in the threshold predicate is a Bool-

ean condition on the ovalue(s) of the global attribute. In

the simplest case, a threshold predicate can be a

conjunction of Boolean comparison of attribute values.

In other more complex cases, a threshold predicate in-

volves distance functions on the attribute values to

measure the extent of difference among attribute values

from different sources. For example, to detect for a

given product whether the difference between the

largest and smallest price values from different sources

is less than 10 cents, we can define following threshold

predicate.

DEFINE price:threshold1@PRODUCTða1; a2; a3Þ

¼ ðmax	 distða1; a2; a3Þ < 0:10Þ4 The notation ovalue represents the original attribute values.

hDefine Threshold

Predicatei
D-DEFINEhglobal attributei.
thresholdhidi@hglobal classi
(hparameter listi) =
hconjunction listi

hparameter listi D-hparameteri
{,hparameter listi}*

hconjunction listi D-hconjuncti
{ANDhconjunction listi}*

hDefine Resolution

Functioni
D-DEFINEhglobal attributei.
resolutionhidi@hglobal classi
(hparameter listi)=
[valuejhfunctioni
(hparameter listi)]
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In the above example, the max-dist() function is an

implemented function that can be invoked with the

input values and it returns the difference between the

largest and smallest input values.

Similarly, the resolution function may involve a

constant value or a merge function that combines the

attribute values from difference sources. For example,

to integrate the price values of a given product, we

may define the resolution function to take the average

value as follows:

DEFINE price:resolution1@PRODUCTða1; a2; a3Þ

¼ averageða1; a2; a3Þ

The average() function is an implemented function,

similar to the distance function, that can be invoked

with input values and it returns a single combined

value.

There are many different ways to define the dis-

tance and merge functions. Broadly, we classify them

into three main categories, namely distributive, alge-

braic and holistic. A distance or merge function f is

distributive if it can be computed in a distributed

manner, e.g., f(x1,. . .,xk) = f(. . .f( f(x1,x2),x3). . .). In

other words, we can apply the same function in any

order on different subsets of the input values. Exam-

ples of distributive function include sum(), max() and

min(). A distance or merge function f is algebraic if it

can be computed by an algebraic function with a fixed

number p of arguments, and each argument can be

computed by applying a distributive function. An

example of algebraic function is the average() func-

tion as it can be computed by two arguments sum()

and count(), which can be derived by distributive

functions. When a distance or merge function is

neither distributive nor algebraic, it is known to be

holistic.

When a distance or merge function is distributive

and algebraic, it is possible to compute the function

value in different ordering of the source values.

Such distributive and algebraic distance and merge

functions allow local databases to be integrated in

different orderings. They can also easily accommo-

date new local databases to be integrated. When

holistic distance and merge functions are used, the

ordering of local databases will be restricted, and it

is more difficult to accommodate any new local

databases.

Given an attribute in the global schema, three

combinations of threshold predicates and resolution

functions can be constructed5:

� Both the threshold predicate and resolution

function are undefined: This implies that any

difference between the corresponding attribute

values is considered an intolerable attribute con-

flict. Unless all corresponding attribute values

given are identical, the resolved attribute value is

always NULL.
� The threshold predicate is defined, but not the

resolution function: This implies that tolerable

attribute conflicts can exist among distinct instan-

ces. These conflicts are also acceptable. However,

unless the acceptable attribute conflict involves

identical values, the resolved attribute value is

always NULL.
� Both the threshold predicate and resolution

function are defined: This implies that tolerable

attribute conflict can exist among distinct instance

and the resolution function will return the resolved

attribute values.

4.3. Elements of attribute values

In the OORA model, every non-oid attribute has a

domain consisting of three elements, namely the

original values (denoted by ovalue), resolved values

(denoted by rvalue) and conflict type (denoted by

conflictType). The resolved value, original value, and

conflict type of an attribute A are represented by

A.rvalue, A.ovalue and A.conflictType respectively.

Formally,

Definition 2 (Conflict type and resolved value of a

global object attribute). Let g be a global object in

the global class G derived from local objects c1, c2,

5 Note that, when the threshold predicate is not defined for an

attribute, it is meaningless to define the resolution function for the

attribute since any difference between corresponding attribute

values is considered intolerable, and such conflict should not be

resolved by a resolution function automatically.
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. . ., cn from local classes C1, C2, . . ., Cn, res-

pectively. Let a be a global object attribute defined

with threshold and resolution functions g.a.thre-

shold’s and g.a.resolution’s. The conflict type and

resolved value of a global object attribute is defined

as follows:

g:a:conflictType

¼

Resolvable if ak; g:a:thresholdkðc1:a; . . . ; cn:aÞ ¼ TRUE ^ g:a:resolutionkðc1:a; . . . ; cn:aÞ is defined

Acceptable if ak; g:a:thresholdkðc1:a; . . . ; cn:aÞ ¼ TRUE ^ g:a:resolutionkðc1:a; . . . ; cn:aÞ is undefined

Intolerable if bk; g:a:thresholdkðc1:a; . . . ; cn:aÞ ¼ FALSE

NULL otherwise

8>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>:

g:a:rvalue ¼

g:a:resolutionkðc1:a; . . . ; cn:aÞ if ak; g:a:thresholdkðc1:a; . . . ; cn:aÞ ¼ TRUE ^ g:a:resolutionkðc1:a; . . . ; cn:aÞ is defined

x if baag:a:ovalue; a ¼ x

NULL otherwise

8>>>><
>>>>:

The A.ovalue of a global object is defined to be a

set of (value,databaseid) pairs where value denotes

the attribute value contributed by the corresponding

object from the existing database identified by data-

baseid. The A.rvalue of a global object is defined to

be any A value contributed by local objects if there is

no attribute conflict. If a difference is found among

the local A values, the tolerance of the conflict is first

determined using the threshold predicate(s) defined

for A, i.e., A.thresholdi()’s. If any of the threshold

predicates holds, the conflict is tolerable and

A.rvalue is obtained by applying the corresponding

A.resolutioni() on the local attribute values. In the

event where the conflict is intolerable or the resolu-

tion function is undefined, NULL is assigned to

A.rvalue.

Depending on the original attribute values and the

threshold predicate(s) defined for the attribute, differ-

ent conflict types can be derived and is stored in A.

conflictType. A.conflictType is NULL if there is no

conflict, Resolvable if there is a tolerable conflict that

can be resolved by the pre-defined resolution function,

Acceptable if there is a tolerable conflict and there is no

pre-defined resolution function for resolving the con-

flict, and Intolerable if there is an intolerable conflict.

In our integrated database example, we can define

the threshold predicates and resolution function for

the area, textbook and salary attributes as follows:

DEFINE area.threshold1@COURSE(a1,a2) = ((a1 EQUALS ‘‘theory’’) AND (a2 EQUALS ‘‘theories’’))

DEFINE area.resolution1@COURSE(a1,a2) = ‘‘theory’’

DEFINE area.threshold2@COURSE(a1,a2) = ((a1 EQUALS ‘‘system’’) AND (a2 EQUALS ‘‘systems’’))

DEFINE area.resolution2@COURSE(a1,a2) = ‘‘system’’

DEFINE textbook.threshold1@COURSE(t1,t2) = ((t1 EQUALS ‘‘abc’’) AND (t2 EQUALS ‘‘abcd’’))

DEFINE textbook.resolution1@COURSE(t1,t2) = ‘‘abc’’

DEFINE position.threshold1@EMP( p1,p2) = (( p1 EQUALS ‘‘pro’’) AND ( p2 EQUALS ‘‘pr’’))

DEFINE salary.threshold1@EMP(s1,s2) = (max-dist(s1,s2)V 200)

DEFINE salary.resolution1@EMP(s1,s2) =max(s1,s2)

With the above definition, the area values of

‘‘theory’’ and ‘‘theories’’ for the Algorithm course

constitute a resolvable attribute conflict according to

area.threshold1(). The global object for the Algorithm

course will therefore have a resolved area value of

‘‘theory’’ computed by the resolution function, area.
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resolution1(). On the other hand, the textbook values

of ‘‘abc’’ and ‘‘acb’’ for the Network course constitute

an intolerable attribute conflict. In this situation,

database integrators should be alerted and the conflict

should be resolved manually. Since only the threshold

predicate is defined for the position attribute of the

EMP class, the position values of ‘‘pro’’ and ‘‘pr’’

constitute an acceptable conflict. This may be because

‘‘pro’’ (public relation officer) and ‘‘pr’’ (public

relation) are synonymous. However, there is no

corresponding resolution function for this conflict.

For example, the attribute elements of the area and

textbook attribute of the Network and Algorithm

course objects, and those of the position attribute of

the employee object mike are shown below:

To keep the discussion simple, we have so far only

mentioned attributes with simple domain. OORA can

handle multivalued attributes and attributes with com-

plex data types in a similar manner.

4.4. Relationship conflicts

In the object-oriented data model, relationships can

be treated as attributes that provide references to

objects in other classes. These attributes are known

as reference attributes. The domain of reference

attributes consists of object ids. A one-to-one or

many-to-one relationship from class C1 to class C2

can be represented as an single-valued reference

attribute in C1, while a one-to-many or many-to-many

relationship can be represented as an multi-valued

reference attribute in C1. For multi-valued reference

attributes, the reference attribute values are repre-

sented as sets of object ids.

In the OORA model, global relationships are

derived from relationships between objects of exist-

ing databases. The global relationships, represented

as reference attributes in the global schemas, relate

global objects from different classes in the integrated

database. Similar to attribute conflicts, we represent

the original and resolved values of a reference

attribute R in the global schema by R.ovalue and

R.rvalue, respectively. Threshold predicates and res-

olution functions can also be defined on reference

attributes.

Definition 3 (Conflict type and resolved value of a

global object reference attribute). Let g be a global

object in the global class G derived from local objects

c1, c2, . . ., cn from local classes C1, C2, . . ., Cn,

respectively. Let r be a global object reference

attribute defined with threshold and resolution

functions g.r.threshold’s. and g.r.resolution’s. The

conflict type and resolved value of a global object

reference attribute is defined as follows:

network: area.ovalue ={(system, A), (system, B)}

area.rvalue = system

area.conflictType =NULL

textbook.ovalue ={(abc, A), (acb, B)}

textbook.rvalue =NULL

textbook.conflictType = Intolerable

algo: area.ovalue ={(theory, A), (theories, B)}

area.rvalue = theory

area.conflictType =Resolvable

textbook.ovalue ={(xyz, A), (xyz, B)}

textbook.rvalue = xyz

textbook.conflictType =NULL

mike: position.ovalue ={(pro, A), (pr, B)}

position.rvalue =NULL

position.conflictType =Acceptable

g:r:conflictType

¼

Resolvable if ak; g:r:thresholdkðc1:r; . . . ; cn:rÞ ¼ TRUE ^ g:r:resolutionðc1:r; . . . ; cn:rÞ is defined
Acceptable if ak; g:r:thresholdkðc1:r; . . . ; cn:rÞ ¼ TRUE ^ g:r:resolutionðc1:r; . . . ; cn:rÞ is undefined
Intolerable if bk; g:r:thresholdkðc1:r; . . . ; cn:rÞ ¼ FALSE

NULL otherwise

8>>><
>>>:

g:r:rvalue ¼

g:r:resolutionkðc1:r; . . . ; cn:rÞ if ak; g:r:thresholdkðc1:r; . . . ; cn:rÞ ¼ TRUE ^ g:r:resolutionkðc1:r; . . . ; cn:rÞ is defined

x if brag:r:ovalue; r ¼ x

NULL otherwise

8>>>><
>>>>:
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For illustration, let say the course offering with id 5

is actually part of that with id 6. The following

threshold predicate and resolution function can be

defined.6

In the above statements, a and b denotes global

object ids of OFFERING objects. Using the threshold

predicate and resolution function for offer, the ele-

ments of offer relationships for Network and Database

are shown below. Note that co1 to co6 are global

object ids for the course offerings with ids 1 to 6,

respectively.

4.5. Integrated database instances

The OORA objects of the integrated database are

shown in Tables 1–3. Note that the Attribute-ele-

ment columns in the above tables are included

simply to illustrate the three elements of attribute

values. As shown in Tables 1–3, the OORA data

model retains both attribute and relationship conflicts

while holding the matching objects from different

databases together by assigning global object ids to

them. Respective resolution functions are defined to

perform various resolutions of instance conflicts

when they are tolerable.

As shown in the above tables, the oid attributes are

unlike the other attributes. They do not have any

conflicts and resolved values. However, to allow them

to be queried in a way consistent with the other

attributes, the oid attributes are assumed to have

identical ovalues and rvalues, and NULL values for

conflictType.

5. OORA query language and examples

To query the global objects represented in the

OORA data model, one has to formulate queries in a

language we refer to as OOQLRA. OOQLRA uses the

OQL syntax since the latter has been included by the

Object Data Management Group (ODMG) as the

standard object-oriented query language [3]. OOQLRA

has further extended OQL to support the query re-

quirement for an integrated database containing attri-

bute and relationship conflicts in the derivation and

evolution phases of database integration. An OOQLRA

SELECT query statement can be expressed as:

The FROM clause consists of one or more expres-

sions each representing a set of objects that belong to

some class. Unlike the usual OQL statements, every

non-oid attribute, say A, found in an OOQLRA query

statement must be in one of the forms, A, A.ovalue,

A.ovalue(D), A.rvalue and A.conflictType where D is

some local database id. Only attributes of the forms

A.ovalue, A.ovalue(D), A.rvalue and A.conflictType

can be used in the WHERE clause. In other words, the

attribute in the form of attribute name can only appear

in the SELECT clause. For example, in the following

query Q1, we retrieve the id, name, area and textbook

information of courses (Table 4).

Example (Q1)

In the following subsections, we will use several

query examples to illustrate other essential features of

OOQLRA.

Network: offer.ovalue ={({co1,co2},A),

({co1,co2},B)}

offer.rvalue ={co1,co2}

offer.conflictType =NULL

Database: offer.ovalue ={({co3,co4,co5},A),

({co3,co4,co6},B)}

offer.rvalue ={co3,co4,co6}

offer.conflictType =Resolvable

DEFINE offer.threshold1@COURSE(a,b) = (a	 {5}+{6}= = b)

DEFINE offer.resolution1@COURSE(a,b) = a	 {5}+{6}

6 In practice, the threshold predicate and resolution function

can be implemented as general programs.

SELECThpath expression 1i, . . ., hpath expression mi
FROMhobject set expression 1i, . . .,hobject set expression ni
WHEREhpredicate expressioni

SELECT C.oid, C.cname, C.area, C.textbook

FROM COURSE C
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Table 2

OFFERING’s global objects

Attr-element oid id Dates fee attended_by

ovalue co1 (1,A)(1,B) (3/2–3/5,A)(3/2–3/5,B) (2000,A)(2000,B) ({e1,e2},A)({e1,e2},B)

rvalue 1 3/2–3/5 2000 {e1,e2}

conflictType NULL NULL NULL NULL

ovalue co2 (2,A)(2,B) (5/23–5/24,A)(5/23–5/24,B) (1000,A)(1000,B) ({e2,e3},A)({e3},B)

rvalue 2 5/23–5/24 1000 {e3}

conflictType NULL NULL NULL intolerable

ovalue co3 (3,A)(3,B) (6/1–6/6,A)(6/1–6/6,B) (5000,A)(5000,B) ({e2},A)({e2},B)

rvalue 3 6/1–6/6 5000 {e2}

conflictType NULL NULL NULL NULL

ovalue co4 (4,A)(4,B) (8/30–9/1,A)(8/30–9/1,B) (2500,A)(2500,B) ({e3},A)({e3,e4},B)

rvalue 4 8/30–9/1 2500 {e3}

conflictType NULL NULL NULL intolerable

ovalue co5 (5,A)(5,B) (11/12–11/12,A) (800,A) ({e4},A)

rvalue 5 11/12–11/12 800 {e4}

conflictType NULL NULL NULL NULL

ovalue co6 (6,A)(6,B) (11/12–11/13,B) (850,B) NULL

rvalue 6 11/12–11/13 850 NULL

conflictType NULL NULL NULL NULL

Table 1

COURSE’s global objects

Attr-element oid cname area Textbook offer

ovalue c1 (network,A)(network,B) (system,A)(system,B) (abc,A)(acb,B) ({co1,co2},A)({co1,co2},B)

rvalue network system NULL {co1,co2}

conflictType NULL NULL intolerable NULL

ovalue c2 (database,A)(database,B) (system,A)(system,B) (def,A)(def,B) ({co3,co4,co5},A)({co3,co4,co6},B)

rvalue database system def {co3,co4,co6}

conflictType NULL NULL NULL resolvable

ovalue c3 (algo,A)(algo,B) (theory,A)(theories,B) (xyz,A)(xyz,B) NULL

rvalue algo theory xyz NULL

conflictType NULL resolvable NULL NULL

Table 3

EMP’s global objects

Attr-element oid Ename Position Qual Salary

ovalue e1 (mike,A)(mike,B) (pro,A)(pr,B) (BA,A) (10000,A)(10200,B)

rvalue mike NULL BA 10200

conflictType NULL acceptable null resolvable

ovalue e2 (karen,A)(karen,B) (eng,A)(eng,B) (BEng,A) (15000,A)(15000,B)

rvalue karen eng BEng 15000

conflictType NULL NULL NULL NULL

ovalue e3 (mel,A)(mel,B) (eng,A)(eng,B) (BSc,A) (14000,A)(12000,B)

rvalue mel eng BSc NULL

conflictType NULL NULL NULL intolerable

ovalue e4 (lisa,A)(lisa,B) (mgr,A)(mgr,B) (BEng,A) (25000,A)(25000,B)

rvalue lisa mgr BEng 25000

conflictType NULL NULL NULL NULL
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5.1. Queries on original attribute/relationship values

The original attribute and relationship values in the

existing databases have to be examined by the data-

base integrators during the process of deriving objects

in the integrated databases in both the derivation and

evolution phase. For example, the following OOQLRA

statement (Q2) could be used to identify unresolved

intolerable attribute conflict in the COURSE class

(Table 5).

Example (Q2)

Since the OORA model accommodates all the

original attribute and relationship values in the inte-

grated database, users can query local databases via

the global schema using OOQLRA. An example of

such queries is illustrated in Q3 (Table 6).

Example (Q3)

In the Q3 statement, F.date.ovalue(A) represents a

path expression that involves the relationship values

provided by DBA.

5.2. Queries on resolved attribute/relationship values

Once an integrated database is derived, OOQLRA

allows end users to query only the resolved attribute

and relationship values in the integrated database

while hiding the conflicts from the users (Table 7).

Example (Q4)

5.3. Evolution of local databases

When an integrated database is first derived

during the derivation phase, all conflicts between

local instances may be fully resolved. As the local

database evolves, new records are added to the

databases, some old ones are removed, and other

old ones get updated. These local changes may lead

to un-anticipated conflict(s) in the integrated data-

base. In this case, queries similar to Q2 can be used

to identify unresolved attribute and relationship con-

flicts (Table 8).

Example (Q5)

To resolve the identified conflicts, one has to

examine the cause of conflicts. If the conflicts are

due to flaws in the derivation of integration data-

Table 4

Query result of Q1

oid cname area Textbook

c1 (network,A)(network,B) (system,A)(system,B) (abc,A)(acb,B)

network system NULL

NULL NULL intolerable

c2 (database,A)(database,B) (system,A)(system,B) (def,A)(def,B)

database system def

NULL NULL NULL

c3 (algo,A)(algo,B) (theory,A)(theories,B) (xyz,A)(xyz,B)

algo theory xyz

NULL resolvable NULL

Table 5

Query result of Q2

cname.ovalue area.ovalue textbook.ovalue

(network,A)(network,B) (system,A)(system,B) (abc,A)(acb,B)

SELECT C.cname.ovalue, C.area.ovalue, C.textbook.ovalue

FROM COURSE C

WHERE C.textbook.conflictType = Intolerable

SELECT C.oid, C.cname.ovalue(A), C.area.ovalue(A), C.textbook.

ovalue(A), F.date.ovalue(A)

FROM COURSE C, C.offer.ovalue(A) F

SELECT C.cname.rvalue, F.dates.rvalue, E.ename.rvalue

FROM COURSE C, C.offer.rvalue F, F.attended_by.rvalue, E

WHERE E.position.rvalue = ‘‘eng’’

SELECT C.oid, C.cname, C.textbook

FROM COURSE C

WHERE C.textbook.conflictType = Intolerable
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base, we can define attribute threshold predicates

and resolution functions using the DEFINE state-

ments. Otherwise, the conflicts may be caused by

erroneous information introduced to some local

database, e.g., typographical errors made during data

entry. In this case, the appropriate local database

administrator can be advised to correct the error. We

can further define triggers using OOQLRA to detect

intolerable attribute or relationship conflicts in the

integrated objects.

5.4. Aggregate queries

Like other query languages, OOQLRA supports

aggregate queries that are often used in decision

making. For example, to calculate the number of

courses that are offered with a fee higher than

$1000, the query below (Q6) is required.

Example (Q6)

As shown in Table 9, Q6 first identifies the

COURSE objects satisfying the predicate F.fee.

rvalue>1000. The qualified objects are summarized

by the COUNT function. Note that COUNT() is

performed by counting the number of unique global

objects.

5.5. Characteristics of OOQLRA

From the above query examples, we show that

OOQLRA allows users to query either conflicting or

resolved information in an integrated database. It

also supports direct queries on some selected local

database. This flexibility is not available in the

traditional object-oriented data models. The source

information assigned to the attribute values not only

help to distinguish the origin of the attribute values,

but also provide the essential meta-information re-

quired for further conflict resolution. For example, if

the course fee information from database A is more

reliable than that from database B, by examining the

source information in the attribute values, one derive

the appropriate course fee information for the global

objects.

If necessary, special mapping functions that relate

the source information to other meta-information of

the existing databases can be developed. These meta-

information further capture the additional semantics

about the existing databases that may be useful during

database integration or when the attribute values are

interpreted.

Table 6

Query result of Q3

C.oid C.cname.ovalue(A) C.area.ovalue(A) C.textbook.ovalue(A) F.date.ovalue(A)

c1 network system abc 3/2–3/5

c1 network system abc 5/23–5/24

c2 database system def 6/1–6/6

c2 database system def 8/30–9/1

c2 database system def 11/12–11/12

c3 algo theory xyz NULL

Table 7

Query result of Q4

C.cname.rvalue F.dates.rvalue E.ename.rvalue

Network 3/2–3/5 karen

Network 5/23–5–24 mel

Database 6/1–6/6 karen

Database 8/30–9/1 mel

Table 8

Query result of Q5

oid cname textbook

c1 (network,A)(network,B) (abc,A)(acb,B)

network NULL

NULL intolerable

COUNT(SELECT C FROM COURSE C

WHERE EXISTS F IN C.offer.rvalue: F.fee.rvalue >1000)

Table 9

Query result of Q6

COUNT

2
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6. Conclusions and future research

This research introduces a fresh and comprehensive

approach to examine the database integration process.

To support the query and integration activities in all

phases of database integration, we believe that some

amount of instance-level conflicts have to be accom-

modated by the integrated databases. Furthermore, not

all instance conflicts can always be resolved during

database integration. This paper examines the impact

of instance conflicts on global data model. The concept

of threshold predicate and resolution function have

been adopted to handle both attribute and relationship

conflicts. An extended object-oriented data model

called OORA has been proposed to accommodate

attribute and relationship conflicts. Its query language

OOQLRA and some query examples were given.

This research can be seen as an initial effort to

systematically devise different solutions to resolve as

well as to accommodate instance heterogeneity in the

integrated databases. This is in contrast to past data-

base integration research, which often emphasized on

conflict resolution only.

The following are some future research directions:

� OOQLRA query algebra: The query algebra of

OOQLRA will be developed so that the formal

theory of the OOQLRA language can be defined.

The query algebra will also be useful for designing

the query evaluation strategies for OOQLRA

queries.
� Design and implementation of a database engine

based on the OORA model: The ultimate goal of our

research is to provide a thorough solution to the

construction and maintenance of multidatabase or

data warehousing systems. As part of our effort, a

database engine based on OORA model will be

developed to support both the integration and

query requirements of multidatabase and data

warehouse users.
� Comprehensive classification of schema and in-

stance conflicts: Based on the classification of

instance conflicts given in this paper and further

research on schema conflicts, a comprehensive

classification of schema and instance conflicts can

be derived. The classification will provide better

understanding of inter-database conflicts and their

solutions.

� Multidatabase views: In Ref. [19], a five-level

schema architecture similar to the CODASYL

schema architecture has been proposed for multi-

database systems. With the different query and

integration requirement imposed by the global

application, we believe that multidatabase users

should be given a flexibility to decide how the

conflicts can be viewed and resolved. In this case, a

flexible multidatabase view definition mechanism

based on OORA model can be extremely useful.

For example, users can choose different threshold

predicates and resolution functions for different

multidatabase views defined over the same set of

local databases.
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